Interested in Working or Volunteering at Vancouver Minor Baseball Association’s
(VMBA) Food Concession?
One of the great aspects about Nanaimo Park is the food concession that we strive to operate during most
baseball games and special events. We stock the Concession with a variety of fast food favourites.
Location: Our Concession is located near 46th Avenue and Nanaimo Street.
Volunteering or Working in Our Concession: You will be required to prepare fast food, serve customers,
handle cash, grill burgers & hot dogs using a grill or BBQ, wash dishes and clean & stock shelves. If you are
working at an event with more than one person, these tasks are shared.
Training and Food Safe: If hired, formal training is provided. Afterwards, you may be required to work solo
shifts if you possess a valid Food Safe Certificate. Those without Food Safe can still work events with
another worker who is certified. Events involving multiple staff members generally occur on weekends.
Shifts and Wage: *Shifts are typically 3 to 4 hours on weeknights. Weekend shifts are based on the number
of games that are taking place that day, or however long you had agreed to work with your scheduler. The
hourly wage will be discussed during your interview.
Shift Availability: Shifts are assigned based upon VMBA’s needs. Tournaments and special events are
always busy and extra help is needed. Shift availabilities are typically communicated through email between
the scheduler & staff.
Shift Confirmation: Your shift(s) are only confirmed once our scheduler has finalized the schedule with the
workers / volunteers. If you receive email confirmation, you are not assigned a shift. If you need to change or
cancel a shift, contacting the scheduler 48 hours prior to shift start is required.
*VMBA operates the Concession based on games or events taking place at Nanaimo Park. If your shift
is canceled or shortened (e.g., due to bad weather), you will be notified by email, text or phone. You will only
be paid for the time worked, but travel time may be compensated if worker is en route.
If this opportunity interests you, please email a resume to:

Mary McCann
President, Vancouver Minor Baseball Association
email: flame_1010@hotmail.com

www.VancouverMinorBaseball.ca
Youth baseball for Boys & Girls ages 4-19; Adults up to age 25.

